Blue Hill, Maine – Broadband Report
By Blue Hill Broadband

Updated March 6, 2021
(Replaces: June 26, 2019)

Notice of Update
The following report has been updated to specifically reflect:
1. new information relevant to the areas previously addressed to include additional insight
into unserved areas and changes in the business focus of relevant providers such as
Consolidated Communications (CCI);
a. specific changes in focus directly affecting financial assessments and operational
agreements that might be made for those relevant providers;
2. the addition of details related to CCI fiber on town/state roads that may be relevant to
changes in how CCI is addressing DSL in communities within their served areas;
3. other current impacts that were not addressed in the June 26, 2019 update and;
4. administrative and organizational changes.
Note: This document is not submitted as either a recommendation for the community’s path
forward relative to Broadband nor does it address an assessment of Technical, Financial or
Operational opportunities available to the town or a larger entity set up to address aspects of
Broadband such as Peninsula Utility for Broadband. Specific recommendations can be provided
separately, as is intended.
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
By the FCC and Connect Maine definition of Broadband, Blue Hill has disparate access with
only Spectrum capable of supporting Broadband in limited portions of the town and with
inconsistent access even there. Though some may be able to access Broadband using DSL in close
proximity to the Central Office (1) and Remote Terminals (4), the future of that technology is now
frozen because of Consolidated Communication’s shift in their focus to Optical Fiber, with unlimited
potential. Financial and technical limitations have shifted investor focus away from legacy systems
such as DSL and WiFi. It remains to be seen how long CATV provided by Spectrum will last when
the Broadband standard shifts to symmetrical (upload/download) service.
Without a comprehensive on the ground survey of every connectable location and without a
federal mandate that an ISP provide accurate capacity and connection information, an estimate of
Unserved (no Broadband) percentages can only be made by analysis. It is estimated that over 25%
of Blue Hill has no Broadband today. On the East Blue Hill and Morgan Bay Roads alone over 230
residences have no Broadband access (Unserved) – approximately 12% of the 1936 housing units
from the 2010 census.
Some areas of Blue Hill have no wired access to the Internet at all – even those within areas
covered by Spectrum, DSL or both. If the Broadband standard were to be raised to 100/100, no one
in Blue Hill today would have Broadband to their residence. Spectrum (i.e. cable) is unable to
support symmetrical service nor can it support an upload capacity above 40 Mbps, especially in
rural areas.
Addressing Broadband in the Blue Hill Comprehensive Plan, town budgets and
governmental decision making would help to support Blue Hill’s tax base and population needs
long into the future.

INTRODUCTION
Maine ranks 49th in the country for Internet access and Maine’s rural communities bear the
brunt of the lack of access. The Town of Blue Hill, Maine and its surrounding peninsula partners are
no different. To be able to survive and remain viable, both today and in the future, access to an
affordable Internet, one that is sustainable and available to everyone, is critical in today’s growing
connected society.
The lack of access or inadequate access creates issues in social areas that include, but are
not limited to: The Homework Gap (inability of students to access the Internet from home);
Telehealth (doctors and medical practitioners access for patient follow-up over the internet); Aging
in Place (the ability of seniors to remain in their homes with services, care and needed support);
and Business/Work (working from home, either full or part-time and the ability of companies to
have needed access and growth potential).
The following report seeks to identify areas, ideas and infrastructures that should be of
concern and interest to all in the Town of Blue Hill. The assessment was conducted to validate
information contained in the Eastern Maine Development Corporation and Town of Blue Hill
Community Technology Plan, submitted October 13, 2017 by Axiom – as well as provide additional
insight for the government of the Town of Blue Hill. It is a general report and it should not be
assumed that the report contains all costs and technical information to assist in any planned action
– nor does the “Plan” referenced above. This report is not an attempt to address the needs for and
the benefits of the Internet. It does address governmental and provider shortfalls related to specific
wired services in Blue Hill so they might not be perpetuated.
This report specifically addresses wired services only that includes Cable TV (CATV) with
Spectrum), Digital Subscriber Line (DSL) with CCI, and Optical Fiber (CCI). Dial-up is a wired phone
line service and is still available but is not specifically addressed in any detail as it is unable to
support most web-based services in use today. Other Internet Service Providers (ISPs) are included
in the Broadband Summary graphic that follows in the document and includes all non-wired
services.
The report’s intent is to:
1. provide clarification for some of the technical terms used in the industry, as well as
provide additional clarity for key terms such a “Broadband” and “Hi-speed” that are often used and
may have various meanings;
2. depict the location/capabilities of wired service (DSL, CATV and Optical Fiber) and the
location of the Central Office (CO) and Remote Terminals (RT) that provide DSL service in the Blue
Hill area with the CO also being an operational center for fiber service;
3. provide key failures of prior assessments, as well as shortfalls of past installations;
4. provide an assessment of what improvements might be made for DSL and Cable to reach
more homes and businesses within the town, as well as potentially negative impacts that updates to
them might present; and
5.) address Fiber to the Home (FTTH) as an alternative, especially in relation to changes in
the focus of existing ISPs in Blue Hill and to identify their recent activities in that regard (in brief).
The ultimate desire is that future efforts include more accurate local mapping, needs
assessment, education and discussion to provide for the transparency of both the options and the
decisions that are made.
Note: At the time of this report’s original development, GWI (https://www.gwi.net/about/), an
internet developer/provider in Maine, had submitted a low cost loan application to the U. S.
Department of Agriculture (USDA) Rural Utilities Services (RUS) for Blue Hill and other Peninsula
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towns. This was for FTTH with no financial responsibilities from that loan a responsibility of the
town.
That application was unsuccessful due to USDA RUS administrative errors. Subsequently
only three peninsula towns could qualify for the alternative USDA RUS program (Penobscot,
Brooksville and Sedgwick) which set a capacity standard that towns with Spectrum or recent DSL
upgrades could not meet. GWI submitted applications for those towns and was then forced to
update them to exclude December 2020 Rural Digital Opportunity Fund (RDOF) awarded areas.
RDOF is under the purview of the FCC.
Appendices A-D are provided as supplemental information for existing processes and in the
cased of Appendix D, show the pre-certification requirements for current Connect Maine grant
applications that addresses Broadband Committees and related town commitment to Broadband.
The Basics
This document does not capture or recommend a survey of current users and their service
capacities (i.e. speeds), as users do not always subscribe to the maximum capacity available, which
is needed for a complete assessment. The provider of the services (ISPs) have within their ability to
provide that information (CCI and Spectrum) but refuse to provide it to governmental agencies who
have requested the same. They also do not facilitate the independent analysis for served roads (DSL
in particular) because the direction and routing of DSL service from the CO and RTs cannot be
accurately assumed, nor can one assume the capacity limit of the RTs installed is sufficient to serve
existing and future customers. This document identifies the limits to the analysis performed.
While some limited graphics are provided in this document that generally depicts coverage
areas for Cable and DSL, the premise for not including all of the graphics received from
Consolidated Communications Inc. (CCI) includes the concern that the information provided will
raise more concerns than it answers.
The depictions are not explained sufficiently to provide confidence in the data presented
and CCI requested that they not be used- potentially because of just that concern – as well as their
accuracy. One small graphic element from CCI will be used though for comparison with one
provided in a referenced report to the town and explained at that point in the document. Specific
discussion on the other CCI provided graphics can be provided separately, and with specific
concerns with the graphics more thoroughly explained.
The graphics contained in this document and/or provided for separate discussion have
been provided by Spectrum (previously Time Warner Cable), Consolidated Communications and as
developed to better identify those existing services and their overlapping service areas. Premium
Choice is not depicted and has very limited DSL service as anything it might have falls within a
coverage area already served by CCI. In particular: 1.) Premium Choice does not advertise specific
coverage areas for DSL or for any other service and 2.) Premium Choice has been found to have
been charging one customer (maybe more) for DSL service on CCI provided phone lines.
The accuracy of the provided Spectrum and CCI maps is problematic in that neither service
provider will provide accurate service and connection data for specific locations to any
organization in Maine or to the federal government. This is why the FCC maps are so inaccurate and
deceiving. The 911 data used in the Blue Hill Technology Plan has clear gaps (i.e. missing locations)
for residences in the area and can/should not be assumed accurate or complete.
No map identifying coverage areas for wires on a pole should use circles in that
depiction/analysis. More accurate assessments can be made using Radio Signal (RF) drop on
phoneline copper wiring, though the copper wire itself and its age will cause variations to occur.
The analysis completed used road mileage from specific source locations for DSL service to depict
the signal drop that effectively reduces capacities below Broadband levels at less than
approximately 1000 ft. mile from the Central Office (CO) or a Remote Terminal (RT). Bonded
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service which can effectively increase capacity was not accounted for nor is it available to all who
use DSL. Its effect on Upload is minimal at best.
Additionally, CCI uses 25Mbps/2Mbps (Megabits per second) - not the FCC and Maine
baseline of 25Mbps/3Mbps. The former is not Broadband for upload. Using distance circles to do
the same assessment (as in the Technology Plan) is misleading since roads do not follow straight
lines from the center of the circle and real distances are exponentially greater. The ultimate intent
is to create a “generally” more accurate service level depiction (applies to CCI only) based on the
origination point assumptions. Broadband is assumed available at the origination point for
“approximately” that first 1,000 ft., though as noted above, the upload may not be equivalent and
material variances in copper wiring may contribute to degraded performance.
To help clarify/address terms and ideas that may be referenced later in the document, the
following subsections include:
1. a short list of common basic “Internet” related Key Terms that are sometimes
misunderstood, used incorrectly or generally used but never clarified to the
recipient;
2. a graphic of a typical Wired Space on a utility pole;
3. a graphic and summary of Maine’s unique –“Three Ring Binder;” and
4. a “Broadband” Summary of all providers (wired and wireless) in the area.
Key Terms
• Broadband: FCC & ConnectME define as 25Mbps down/3Mbps up. The FCC provides a
specific capacity which changes over time. It was 4Mbps/1Mbps in 2014.
• Broadband: Intended to define a specific “Capacity” or the ability to send a defined amount
of information over the Internet within one second. “Speed” (High-Speed) is often
used/confused with the word “Capacity.”
• Last mile: Not a distance reference but refers to the final leg of a network delivery.
• Capacity: How much information a connection can/does transfer – defined in Mbps
(Megabit(s) per second). This is the more common term used for the amount of information
that can be moved over a medium in 1 second.
• High-Speed: General term implying “fast” or a high capacity Internet connection. Anything
above Dial-up is fast J.
• Bandwidth (Computing): Bandwidth is the data speed supported by a network
connection.
• Bandwidth (Signal Processing): Measure of the width of a range of frequencies, measured
in Hz.
• Megabyte (MB): MB is a multiple of the unit byte and is one million bytes of information.
• Megabit(s) per second (Mbps): Unit of measure. Mb is 1/8th of a Megabyte. MB and Mb are
NOT interchangeable.
• Digital Subscriber Line (DSL): Internet “medium” using regular telephone lines & special
equipment. Not all phone lines have DSL available on them. The medium has major
limitations due to age, size and resistance. It’s copper!
• Cable: Copper wires form the structure and the key limitation is that RF passes over the
copper medium and is subject to signal loss over distance. It’s copper too!
• Hybrid Fiber-cable (HFC): HFC is a term used to identify a cable network that uses a
combined optical fiber and coaxial cable. It is not FTTH and is not a fiber network.
• Fiber (Fiber-Optics): Fiber Internet uses light as the medium for the transmission of
information. Its distance and capacity limits continue to expand. Dark fiber is simply unlit
fiber that is available to be used by a provider.
• WIFI: Wi-Fi or WiFi is a technology for wireless with devices based on the IEEE 802.11
standards. Range is typically very short. Within a house - approximately 50 feet. Some
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•
•

providers use WiFi as the basis of their internet service but use towers and receiver
antennae for longer distances.
Cable: Charter Communications owns Spectrum, an ISP that incorporates businesses such
as the old Time Warner Cable.
DSL & Business Fiber: Consolidated Communications Inc. (CCI)
Overbuilding: Building one system over another and it is getting attention!

The term “Cable TV” (CATV) is generally associated with a traditional copper line provided
specifically for that purpose by providers such as Cox, Spectrum, Comcast and others. Today, “Cable
TV” is also provided over fiber by other ISPs and is not limited to the copper line that many
generally associate it with. DirecTV, AT&T, HULU, Apple, Pioneer Broadband and others provide
those related services and in part relate to the term “cutting the cord.” You don’t need cable to get
cable TV - as you don’t need a Xerox machine to get a “Xerox.”
Figures 1-2 depict local and state wide infrastructure for Internet on above ground utility poles.

Figure 1: Wired Space
Figure 1 is a typical North American utility pole, for residential 240/120 V split-phase service
(A,B,C) 3-phase primary distribution wires,
(D) Neutral wire,
(E) Fuse cutout,
(F) Lightning arrestor,
(G) Single phase distribution transformer,
(H) Ground wire to transformer case,
(J) "Triplex" service drop cable carries secondary current to customer,
(K) Telephone and cable television cables
1. The RED Arrow indicates Cable TV (CATV – Spectrum). The drop in the line is typical on one or both
sides of the utility pole.
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2.

The lines below it are communication (i.e. telephone (incl. DSL) and fiber) – often mixed.
a. Orange caps on the cable at the pole signify and identify the owner of the fiber contained in
the bundle.

Three Ring Binder (Maine
Fiber Co.)

(2012) - Network roughly 185,000 strand
miles (90% Uncommitted) entirely aboveground (29,000 “telephone” poles).
Project is the “middle mile,” & connects
anchor institutions such as Univ. of Maine
campuses & Internet service providers that
sell bandwidth to individual customers.
Internet service providers and telecom
companies provide the “last mile.”
$25.4 million Federal stimulus grant, $7.4
million - 75 private investors. Investments
ranged from $25,000 – more than $100,000.
Grant Funds set aside through the American
Recovery and Reinvestment Act to improve
access to broadband Internet service.
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Figure 2: Three Ring Binder Fiber-Optic Cable Network

Figure 3: Blue Hill Peninsula Broadband Summary
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Figure 3 reflects the providers available to towns on the Blue Hill Peninsula. Not all specifics of
those systems are noted, and comparative costs are not identified. It reflects basic facts and indirectly
notes that service losses can be experienced - even from house to house - because of atmospherics,
terrain and ground structures (i.e. granite) for wireless or cellular service in the area (see the 2nd column
color code for cell phones in yellow).
Full Broadband service levels by today’s definition, especially in rural areas, is problematic
because of the distances between cell phone towers and/or the lack of them, incomplete buildouts
(Cable, DSL, etc.) and the lack of affordable access to some services throughout the Blue Hill Peninsula
and the state.

THE REPORT
This document was created to provide the Town of Blue Hill with a more accurate
assessment of the status of Broadband in Blue Hill. Other reports (in general) may have
misrepresented some information or incompletely assessed the town Internet infrastructure
leading to false assumptions. As an example, funding allotted for CCI’s DSL expansion on the East
Blue Hill Road (identified in the “Plan”) through the Federal Communication Commission’s (FCC)
Connect America (CAF) II fund was found to have been diverted to the Mines Rd. in Blue Hill and
was recently activated. It was identified incorrectly and a false assumption could have been made in
prior reports about the East Blue Hill Road’s DSL service in using that report. Other inaccuracies
were also noted, which prompted some additional research for this report.
A brief assessment of towns immediately adjacent to Blue Hill for similar services
(Spectrum and CCI) was completed to assess if those providers might be a positive influence on the
needs of Blue Hill and/or Blue Hill’s services might more be readily available in those adjacent
towns. For examples, it was confirmed that no other town adjacent to Blue Hill has Spectrum, with
the exception of Surry and CCI’s RTs located in Blue Hill and other towns provide service across
town lines - except where no DSL service is otherwise available (i.e. Western County Road).
The following statement is from The State of Maine Broadband Action Plan (January 2020) and
identifies the recent change in the definition of Broadband by the FCC and the State of Maine. Most
providers are challenged to achieve compliance as well as meet future FCC changes to meet the
evolutionary needs of the Internet. Most important, the statement defines the State’s basis for
“unserved” subscribers, as “those locations where available service is less than 25Mbps/3Mbps.“
“We will redefine unserved potential subscribers as those locations where the available
service is less than 25Mbps/3Mbps (current unserved definition is less than
1.5Mbps/768k), and underserved potential subscribers as those locations where the
available service is less than 99Mbps/10Mbps and greater than 25Mbps/3Mbps, (current
underserved definition is less than 10Mbps/1Mbps and greater than 1.5Mbps/768k).
Redefining these definitions will more closely align the Maine standards to the federal
standards used by the FCC and other federal agencies and their funding programs. The
current FCC standard considers service at 25Mbps/3Mbps as served.”
Wired Service below 25Mbps/3Mbps is not Broadband and is Unserved

The Goal
The goal of this report was to identify wired Internet service areas as well to assess areas
without any wired Internet service (other than dial-up). The basis of the report serves to validate
that the Technology Plan conducted by Axiom should not be used for its stated purposed due to
inaccuracies, misleading information and inaccurate assumptions made, or with data presented and
available at the time. A summary is provided in Appendix C. The survey information submitted by
just 107 residential respondents (5% of the town’s 1936 residences (2010 Census)) was
significantly less than other towns surveyed and failed to focus on the basic premise that Blue Hill is
generally Unserved by Broadband, with areas of no wired service at all.
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The goal was to visually assess every main, secondary and tertiary (private) road in Blue Hill by
identifying where specific Internet related cabling is on utility poles, where DSL RTs are located, as
well as the location of the CCI’s Blue Hill Central Office.
1. The survey did not access capacity (i.e. speed) at specific locations except to provide general
guidance for what could be available.
a. Capacities for DSL can be assumed based on distances as is noted in the report.
2. The survey did assess any wireless, WiFi or satellite service other than to identify what
operates in general areas.
The product is a short report to identify cable locations/routes, RT and CO locations, as well as
identify a partial list of specific roads not served by any wired providers. This problem can and
should be fully assessed when the Town of Blue Hill and/or any ISP works to address the
population areas prioritized based on need and the willingness to take an improved or new service
(take rate). A Road Ranking is provided in the report.

Survey Process
Clarification - No house or business was specifically surveyed, and all data was gathered by visual
assessment of the roads (public or private) through simple visual recognition and limited personal
contact with residents.
1. Cable Routing.
a. Spectrum cabling was identified on main, secondary and tertiary roads (as
applicable) to the point that they end. The pole location was documented.
b. CCI fiber was identified on main, secondary and tertiary roads (as
applicable) to the point that they end. The pole location was documented.
2. CCI CO and RT’s
a. The CO is located at the corner of Pleasant and High Streets in Blue Hill. Site
has been documented (Figure 6).
b. The RT’s were photographed and documented, and the specific road location
noted (Figures 7-10).
3. Overlaying CCI services on top of a provided Spectrum map used a general map
format. A more detailed map can be developed though neither CCI nor Spectrum are
willing to share anything at that level. DSL signal drop data was then identified to
best represent the information obtained.
4. Technical assumptions made are based on readily available (and reliable) resources
for DSL signal drop as well as the capacity limitations for Cable – especially in Rural
areas.

Internet Service Provider (ISP) Summary
1- Spectrum - Cable Overview
1. East Blue Hill Rd. – Ellsworth Rd. to Stepping Stone Ln. (incomplete Sec./Ter. Rds.)
2. Ellsworth Rd. – Ellsworth to Main St. (incomplete Sec./Ter. Rds.)
3. Turkey Farm Rd. – Ellsworth Rd. to Paleo Ln. and all of Paleo.
a. Incomplete build out! (This and related roads are not built out – Spectrum
service is incomplete.) (Incomplete Sec./Ter. Rds.)
4. Downtown Village of Blue Hill – all Roads
5. Pleasant St. – Main St. to Mountain Rd. (incomplete Sec./Ter. Rds.)
6. Union St. – Main St. to Beech Hill Rd.
7. Parker Point Rd. – Main St. to Falls Bridge Rd. (incomplete Sec./Ter. Rds.)
8. Beach Hill Rd./Hinckley Ridge Rd. – Traffic Circle to Astbury (incomplete Sec./Ter.
Rds.)
9. Mines Road – Traffic Circle to Viking Lumber
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10. South St. – Traffic Circle to Falls Bridge Rd. (incomplete Sec./Ter. Rds.)
11. Falls Bridge Rd. - South St. to ~ Brooklin Town Line (incomplete Sec./Ter. Rds.)
12. Salt Pond Rd. – Falls Bridge to ~ Sedgwick Town Line (incomplete Sec./Ter. Rds.)
a. Timber Ledge Ln. – Off Salt Pond Rd. is an example of a private road with
limited housing but with Spectrum.
Deficiencies:
1. Isolation: No Main or Secondary roads in Blue Hill with Spectrum service serve all homes.
Buildout is incomplete and isolates residences as no lower level provider (i.e. CCI) would
specifically expend substantial funds for a limited take rate.
a. Despite cable being on a main road, those located approximately 150 feet from the
road may or may not have service. At longer distances those wanting service may
generally have to pay for the additional cable to the home/business.
2. Excessive costs: The cost to connect to Spectrum cable from a served road can exceeded
$30,000+ in Blue Hill. At $5,000 for 1/4 mile, it is an uneconomical solution for many with
longer driveways or lanes.
3. Time & Funds to Complete: Based on the rural nature of the area and population density
Spectrum service will never seek to serve the population without additional funding.
Funding from private sources (i.e. property owner), town funding, state/federal grants and
Spectrum funds might all be used. Cable has a limited technology/user need life span.
4. Lack of provider transparency: No open resources are available to determine who is
served by Spectrum, what capacities (or lack of in some areas) are actually available. The
Technology Plan depictions and assessment of coverage, assumes accurate 911 data and
area coverage which conflicts with the assessments made. The “passing by” phrase is used
by Spectrum to identify coverage, rather that the more transparent “connects to” phrase.
5. Service usefulness: Spectrum offers Internet, Cable TV and Phone service (VOIP) that are
available through other ISPs – some at less cost. The CATV model has become outdated,
with users demanding only specific channels that fit their needs – but that Spectrum (and
others) will not provide.
6. Transparency: Several residents were unaware that Spectrum service was available at
their locations until advised of its availability, despite the fact that the service had been
available for at least 5 years. Thorough public communication is needed to effectively
communicate changes in Internet availability is any area affected.
7. End of Useful Life: Cable TV has been around since the late 40’s and has evolved over time.
It is still incapable of providing symmetrical capacity, especially in rural areas due in part to
the distances involved in signal distribution. It is unknown when CATV will experience the
same technical and financial limitations as DSL that are driving that medium to shift to
Optical Fiber. Ultimately cable technology will be replaced and is only a near term solution.
Photos Examples follow:
1. Figure 4 - CATV (Spectrum) is the cable with a drop - 3rd line up from bottom. “Snowshoe”
object on second line up to the right is associated with fiber cable. Photo is at Main & High
Streets in Blue Hill.
2. Figure 5 - Any fiber cable can be identified with orange caps adjacent to the poles. Each
has a marking to ID the owner. No orange cap – no fiber cable. Orange is visible in both
photos.
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Figure 4: CATV (Drop)

Figure 5: Optical Fiber (Orange)

2- Consolidated (CCI) – DSL Overview
1. High St. (N. corner of High and Pleasant) - Central Office (CO)
2. Morgan Bay Rd. (176) (E. side 44°25'47.6"N 68°30'43.1"W) – RT
3. Ellsworth Rd. (172)– No RT on road!
4. Pleasant St. (15) (E. side just prior to Hinckley Ridge Rd.) - RT
5. Mines Rd. (176) (N. side of Mines .2mi south of Grindleville Rd.) – RT
6. Falls Bridge Rd. (175) (S. side, between South St. & Parker Pt. Rd.) - RT
Located RTs that service limited areas of Blue Hill are located in:
a. Penobscot: Pleasant St. (RT 15)
b. Brooksville: RT 176
c. Brooklin: Hales Hill at High St. intersection.
d. Brooklin: Bay Rd.
Note: Distances between CO – RT/ RT - RT, RTs at capacity or distance from either CO or RT (>3
miles+) to a premise, leave over 15% of Blue Hill residences without basic wired Internet. The
distances between CO to RT or RT to RT were assessed for signal loss and the lack of fiber on a road
(to add an additional RT) help to isolate residents in the town.
The additional situation assessed was that of RTs unable to accept existing residents or new
premise requirements. Two of the four town RTs are both at as built capacity, unable to serve
existing town property owners. Capacity of the other two RTs is unknown but both are on CATV
served roads which reduces the load requirement.
Deficiencies:
1. No RT or Not Enough: The Ellsworth Road in Blue Hill has no RTs between the CO and
Ellsworth. The main road is served by Spectrum and few side roads have Spectrum
service. Other roads have too great a distance from a sending CO or RT to provide any
DSL Internet service at all or there are insufficient numbers of RTs to a serve basic
connection.
2. Large gap between CO & RT: On the East Blue Hill Road there is a distance of
approximately 5.4 miles between the CO and RT. Some residences are served by the RT
on the Morgan Bay Road, which services properties towards Surry and East Blue Hill.
The distance served by that RT is not known, but it is less than approx. 2.2 miles. The CO
services properties on the East Blue Hill Road - over 3.3 miles away.
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3. Lack of Fiber: No fiber exists on main roads that needed it in order to add an RT. This
specifically applies to Hinckley Ridge Road and Falls Bridge Road. Both have residences
too far from a sending RT to receive DSL signals and/or are too far from Spectrum on
the main road to economically connect. Ellsworth Road has fiber but no RT.
4. Lack of provider transparency: No open resources are available to determine who is
served by CCI DSL, what capacities (or lack of resources in the RTs) are actually
available, and the accurate direction and distance of travel of the RT’s signal. The
Technology Plan depiction of signal direction (uses circles) conflicts with CCI provided
data and was found to be inaccurate. It also did not identify other town RT provided
service (planned or existing).
5. Poor/inconsistent wiring: CCI copper lines are regularly being serviced, repaired
and/or replaced (some as needed) for corrosion prone wiring that results in signal
losses and service outages. A signal “improvement” of .2-.3 Mbps was noted when
service lines were changed in one location – because of the difference in line resistance.
6. Poor basic line servicing: This issue can be seen on the East Blue Hill Road and others
where wire overwrap is separating and cable is hanging well below the lines, presenting
an electrification and snag hazard. One resident uses a branch to raise the cable over a
driveway entrance for sufficient clearance.
7. Signal drop: The signal drop on phone lines (DSL) is such that unless a business or
residence is less than approximately 1000 ft. from the CO or an RT, they are effectively
Unserved (do not have Broadband). As noted earlier, CCI uses 25/2 vs. 25/3 so many
more within that distance are effectively without Broadband.
8. Assumption for service: It was assumed in the analysis and generally common practice
to not connect users for DSL if the CO or RT exceeds 3 miles. That assumption for
service is violated in Blue Hill and other rural areas where connections are made
beyond that distance. How far is unknown, but 3.3 miles was validated in the survey.
a. In addition, “bonded” service (paired ADSL phone lines vs. single), when
requested and installed, is able to increase DSL capacity BUT there are not
enough phone lines or RT capacity in Blue Hill to provide bonded DSL service to
all those requesting it.
9. Service usefulness: CCI offers Internet and conventional phone service with phone
available at 3x the cost of phone using Voice Over Internet Protocol (VOIP). The phone
line DSL allows for Internet, streaming TV and VOIP, but with limitations based on a
users capacity. An upload capacity of 1 Mbps is generally insufficient to support
outgoing communication over VOIP, especially when combined with any other outgoing
activity.
10. Transparency: While not specifically noted as a widespread problem in the survey,
thorough public communication is needed to effectively communicate changes in
Internet availability is any area affected by additions or changes to RTs or the CO that
may improve (or degrade) their access. No communication came from CCI or the Town
of Blue Hill to residents served by the new RT on the Mines Road when it was placed in
service.
11. End of Useful Life: DSL has become both a technical and financial risk for some ISPs
using that medium and CCI is no exception. It has maintenance issues and technical
limitations that make it incapable of providing symmetrical capacity as well as
consistency of service and as a legacy system for CCI will no longer receive expansions
to meet basic service without external financial input. It is known that Optical Fiber is
being deployed in rural communities in NH, VT and in one (1) area of ME as a part of a
public/private partnership agreements with local towns for its expansion.
Note: Additional information is available separately.
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Supplemental CCI DSL and Spectrum Cable Information
1. Central Office & Remote Terminal Photos - Blue Hill, Maine. Figures 6-10 show the existing
CCI CO and RT’s in Blue Hill and Figure 11 the different types of boxes that might be seen in
the area - Digital Subscriber Line Access Multiplexer (DSLAM), Plain Old Telephone Service
(POTS) and Cross Connect (CC) box. Various size and style DSLAMs can be seen in the area’s
RT employment. All “should” have battery backup, but that has not been verified. Some in
Brooklin did not have battery backup and had to be upgraded as a part of their upgrade
program.

Figure 6: Blue Hill’s Central Office – High St.

Figure 8: RT – Mines Rd.

Figure 7: RT - Morgan Bay Rd.

Figure 9: RT – Pleasant St.
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Figure 10: RT – Falls Bridge Rd.

Figure 11: Remote Terminal (RT) and others

2. DSL signal drop limitations
Bandwidth vs. distance: The longer the distance between Digital Subscriber Line Access
Multiplexer (DSLAM) & subscriber, slower the max possible data rate due to lower frequencies
being used to limit total attenuation (or higher # of errors at higher frequencies, effectively
lowering overall freq./data rate). Rough guidance follows - wire distance (based on 0.40 mm
copper & ADSL2+ technology) & max data rate. Local conditions may vary, especially beyond 5,000
ft., often necessitating a closer DSLAM. Information was obtained from various sources to include:
1.
2.
3.
4.

https://www.increasebroadbandspeed.co.uk/2012/graph-ADSL-speed-versus-distance
https://www.dslreports.com/forum/r26910859-New-Fusion-average-speed-distance-chart
https://www.speedguide.net/dsl_speed_calc.php
https://archive.org/stream/Data_Communications_Networking_Forouzan_5th/Data%20Communicati
on%20&%20Networking%20-%20Behrouz%20A.%20Forouzan%20-%205th%20Ed._djvu.txt
Download Capacity

Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø

25 Mbps at 1,000 ft.
21 Mbps at 5,000 ft.
8 Mbps at 10,000 ft.
3 Mbps at 15,000 ft.
1.5 Mbps at 17,000 ft.

Mile/Ft. Distance Clarification

25/3 = FCC & Connect Maine Broadband (CCI uses 25/2)
1 Mile = 5,280 Ft
2 Miles = 10,560 Ft
3 Miles = 15,840 (Measured at 3.2 mi. - 1.6/.6 (EBH Rd))
3 Miles = 15,840 (Measured at 3.2 mi. - 1.6/.6 (EBH Rd))

Note: Bonded service “may” double download but minimally affects upload capacity. “Doubling”
will vary based on quality of phone line used, distance and baseline DSL service provider
allowances over the DSL lines, which negates upload increases. Actual wiring used and condition of
wire, splices and other physical factors will affect Single and Bonded service.
The upload increase limitation is also seen in Spectrum service (i.e. 25/3 to 100/10 - where
upload capacity changes are not commensurate with the download increase.
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3. Spectrum Employment and CCI Overlay
The base map and blue road lines in Figure 12 reflect Spectrum coverage on the main and
secondary roads as annotated by the “Legend.” When the graphic was provided, it came with the
notation that “Our network passes approximately 1,040 homes/businesses in town.” Based on an
assessment of 2010 Census data, there were 2,686 people, 1,279 households and 1,936 housing
units at that time. CCI uses the number 2241 for their connectivity target number. The term
“passes” is critical in the assessment of how much of Blue Hill might be effectively served by
Spectrum – or how much of an overstatement the term “passes” might reflect.
The additional markings noted by the Overlay Boxes of the Blue Hill CCI CO and RTs, was
added - as well as the Blue Hill Bay annotation. Two of three adjacent town RTs and the new RT
(2018) on the Mines Road were also added.
It can be assumed from the Bandwidth vs. distance information noted above, that any road
or distance from an RT to a residence must be at or below 1000 ft. to have download service close
to 25Mbps. Capacity of the upload as provided by CCI is baselined at 2 Mbps which is 1 Mbps below
the FCC and Connect Maine identification of Broadband. Of note:
a. An Upload of .5 to 1 Mbps can be used for VOIP phone service. Upload provides - in
part - the communications path from the home or business. If device application
downloads occur at the same time as VOIP use, or television, outgoing email with
attachments, weather maps, and other system usage that uses both download and
upload - outgoing calls cannot be heard by the receiver and VOIP is not useable.
i.
The other systems have to be halted to fully use the phone.

Figure 12: Spectrum Overview and CCI CO & RT Locations
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b. Service levels of 3Mbps/1Mbps and 10Mbps/1Mbps are equivalent (the same) for
the purpose of VOIP use. Adding download capacity is of limited use and an upgrade
expense of limited value for the consumer for that specific purpose.
i. Example Cost comparison of VOIP:
1. CCI Phone Service/Month $55 ($660/yr.). Vonage Phone
Service/Month $22($264/yr.).
2. Cost savings using Vonage VOIP is $400/year over traditional phone
service.
4. CCI Service Depictions
To amplify what might be misleading or incomplete information, Figure 13 was provided by
CCI and is being used to show the intersection of Hinckley Ridge Road and Pleasant Street where a
CCI RT is located. Range Road is to the right and the Town of Blue Hill is beyond the lower right
corner. GREEN symbols depict capacity at or above 25Mbps for upload only. Symbols are CCI
provided location data. Of note:
a. There are RED and BLUE markers mixed in with GREEN markers south of the RT.
This disparity is in part why the use of the data depicted is problematic for specific
location assessments. This is not an isolated occurrence as this disparity shows up
elsewhere.
b. On the Range Road and elsewhere, RED marks (download below 10 Mbps) are
depicted. Many if not all have no service at all and receive what they might have
from the CO - not the RT that is closer in road distance.
RED and BLUE marks are Unserved and are not Broadband.
Figure 14 came from the Eastern Maine Development Corporation and Town of Blue Hill
Community Technology Plan, submitted October 13, 2017 by Axiom and is being used to show the
same intersection with the RT annotated by a RED dot. The circular shapes depict DSL signal
direction. The Green circle(s) to the lower right is the DSL signal from the CO in Blue Hill. Small
yellow circles are 911 location data. Of note:
a. The upper left shape is notched and is not the same as the one on the left based on
the GREEN markers. The intent is to show signal direction of travel, but the right
graphic is visually incorrect.
b. Figure 13 shows – based on the GREEN symbols - that some level of increased
capacity comes from the RT in the area that Figure 14 shows as notched. This
disparity compounds the errors in the data and assumptions presented in the
Technology Plan and also demonstrates that circles are not accurate for the
depiction of capacity coverage.
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Figure 13: CCI Report

Figure 14: Axiom Report

3- Premium Choice Broadband – DSL & WiFi Overview
Premium Choice DSL was not assessed, though it is known to have been used on a couple of
roads in town (1-2 off Union St. but not confirmed). It is believed that this service is WiFi provided
to the street locations and is not the same type of service as that provided by CCI, which receives
and transmits DSL Internet through the Central Office.
Premium Choice’s WiFi service is a wireless Internet connection of last resort and it was
confirmed that their tower location on Blue Hill Mountain was modified to a spot lower on the
tower structure due to another customer’s placement there. The lower location effectively
eliminated their WiFi capability from the mountain and they completed removal from the tower out
of financial and technical necessity. This resulted in the loss of WiFi service for Blue Hill residents
using it and affected customers in Blue Hill, Sedgwick, Penobscot and Brooksville. This information
was obtained from Premium Choice and the WiFi service was eliminated for parts of Blue Hill as
early as January 2019.
Related to that service change it subsequently was communicated that Premium Choice
started charging a resident for DSL service in East Blue Hill, when that same resident is being
charged for residential land line phone service from CCI. CCI is the only DSL provider from their CO
and RT’s. CCI Seasonal benefits were not available and a higher price for service was noted.
In 2010, when there was no RT in the East Blue Hill area, an application was made by Blue
Hill to get Connect Maine funding to expand Spectrum service for some on that area. The effort was
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effectively contested by Premium Choice as they then had WiFi service in the same area. Some still
have no wired Internet 10 years later.
Deficiencies:
1. End of Useful Life: DSL has become both a technical and financial risk for ISPs using
that medium and Premium Choice is no exception. WiFi is used as a technology of last
resort. It has maintenance and placement issues, technical limitations and capacity
limits that make it incapable of providing Broadband or symmetrical capacity. When
combined with inconsistency of service, it is a legacy system with limited potential. It is
also not a viable solution when Federal or State funding is needed.
Note: Additional information is available separately.
4- Consolidated (CCI) – Optical Fiber Overview
Optical Fiber is the longer term (future proof) solution in many areas of the country that is able
to meet any changes in the FCC or Connect Maine definition of Broadband, and with growth
potential well above the current Gigabit capacity commonly referred to today. It is the solely
medium used for undersea and transcontinental transmission and every Internet medium uses it in
some part of its technical structure – including cellular communications and satellites.
In Maine, the Maine Schools and Libraries Network (MSLN) provides fiber service to the
following locations in Blue Hill through a connection to the fiber network CCI (previously FairPoint)
was contracted to provide. Their service is not shared except for WiFi from the Libraries and the
capacity is currently restricted well below the capability.
Libraries (Fiber)
1. Blue Hill Public Library (Blue Hill)
2. East Blue Hill Library (East Blue Hill)
Schools (Fiber)
1. George Stevens Academy (Village)
2. Consolidated School (Village)
3. Harbor School (South St.)
4. Bay School (South St.)
Other (Fiber)
1. Blue Hill Mountain Tower for Cellular service
All of the signals are at some point routed through the Three Ring Binder Network depicted
earlier in this document.
It is not known if there are any Blue Hill businesses connected to the CCI provided Business
Fiber Plan model – the only one currently offered by CCI. None have been specifically identified and
only two in Brooklin are known (WoodenBoat & Brooklin Boatyard). There is one known homebased business in Sedgwick and another in Surry though both - at the time of original contact - had
capacities below a 100Mbps/10Mbps package available through Spectrum. Pricing was
significantly more expensive than a traditional Cable, DSL or Fiber plan and Surry’s Premium
Choice (only on Newbury Neck) costs were also assessed.
A residence can theoretically be connected to the business service only if a qualified home
business is located there and the business owner is willing to pay for the fiber to the home
installation (estimate of $5,000 per 1/4 mile) and the business model capacity costs for a minimum
of 10Mbps/10Mbps was several times (~5x) the cost of a similar plan from Spectrum (as assessed
at the time or the original analysis). That model for a homeowner and many businesses is not
economically viable and uncompetitive with other possible solutions.
The CCI Business plan model has changed over time and is continuing to do so. In the fall of
2020, fiber cable installation was starting to be quoted as paid by increased monthly payments and
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other agreed commitment terms (multi-year commitment terms). One respondent was quoted over
$1000/month (residence <200’ from the Utility Pole with fiber) while in January 2021 a different
plan structure was obtained through the Hancock County Planning Commission in Ellsworth at 1/5
the cost with varying capacities starting at 100/100.
This document is not intended to outline recent information obtained from CCI on their new
model for Internet service – some of which has been reported during Peninsula Utility for
Broadband (PUB) meetings and documented in Meeting Minutes. CCI is now focusing on fiber to the
business and home as a model for their company growth. They are not expanding DSL service or
updating limited locations unless there is a financial incentive to do so.
CCI acquired what had been a Verizon FIOS site in NH as a part of their acquisition of
FairPoint and are generally modeling their expansion, costs and capacities based on that site model
– with potential capacity and price points related to it as well. CCI is currently teaming with some
communities in NH and VT as well as one (so far) in ME to deploy FTTH in those communities - with
community financial involvement.
A separate report will be developed and provided to the Town of Blue Hill to identify FTTH
opportunities. As an initial insight into that, the following is provided to reflect where optical fiber
exists on Blue Hill roads today.
CCI Optical Fiber on Roads in Blue Hill
Figure 15 was obtained from CCI at a Blue Hill Broadband Committee meeting in 2018 and
is solely intended here to identify where CCI fiber generally runs on Blue Hill specific roads. It does
not identify where fiber spurs exist that serve schools and libraries, thought that can be assumed.
This serves to simplify the identification of its location and is summarized in the words immediately
below.
1. CO to the East Blue Hill Rd. to the Morgan Bay Rd. RT
2. CO to Ellsworth Rd. and Ellsworth
3. CO to the Pleasant St. RT to Penobscot+
4. CO to the Mines Rd. RT to Sedgwick+
5. CO to the Falls Bridge Rd. RT to the Brooklin RT+
Note: The following are visual inconsistencies or missing items that apply to Figure 15
1. New RT on Mines Rd. missing from graphic.
2. Fiber depiction in the vicinity of Blue Hill Mtn from Pleasant St. is inverted and goes UP the
mountain to the tower.
a. Pleasant St. to Mountain Rd. to the Blue Hill Tower.
Unknowns:
1. Fiber Capacity: Is fiber on roads to service CO & RT’s sufficient to serve FTHH?
2. Future Intent: What are CCI’s plans for local areas in Maine for the expansion of fiber to
the home or business?
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Figure 15: CCI Optical Fiber in Blue Hill, ME

TOWN OVERVIEW & GENERAL OPTIONS
The following section serves to identify the areas of Blue Hill that are the more Underserved
by Broadband in a ranking of the main roads that takes into account some of the factors outlined
below. It also identifies the current ISP providers and what it might take to expand their service – if
that is an option or a viable one. Not all are options or viable ones. Optical fiber in particular may
have more positive outside influences as well as corporate influences that could affect the Town
and the Peninsula in the next few years.
It does not provide specific recommendations and options that would need to be discussed
as part of a more comprehensive plan for the town’s Broadband future. Those options range from
medium used, financing, operational employment, maintenance and billing, and other factors.
Those are all available for further discussion.
Road Ranking
Figure 16 ranks the major roads in Blue Hill for wired Internet access with Broadband
access an important element. Only the two current wired providers are used in the analysis (CCI
and Spectrum) with the road areas ranked from 1-7 (best to worst access).
Factors in the grading were Type of Service, Duplication of Service, Number of Houses,
Number of Houses with No Service, Number of Houses Unserved and Number of Houses over 150’
from the road. Numbers were not specific, but an educated assessment based on driving all of the
primary and secondary roads in the town and an approximation of distances from the road.
Some areas such as Western County Road have no service at all but had a low density and
did not factor heavily in the assessment as compared to Woods Point Road and Range Road.
Factored in with the adjacent roads, it would have fallen in mid-range. Assessed independently is
would have been 6 or 7th. Its density was a large factor in a value of 6. One factor unable to be
assessed at this point - but as important as any other - was the requirement for Broadband in a
residence. A residence with 10/1 service with two adults working from home and two students at
home would independently be a 7. In comparison a similar residence with 3/1 service but with two
adults and no Internet requirement would independently be a 1.
The ranking differed from the overall assessment made in the Technology Plan, due in part
to a more thorough assessment of the accuracy of information provided by the ISPs as well as on
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the ground knowledge of the area with some of it developed during the assessment. The planned
growth of existing services on roads was also assessed and was noted in a prior section of this
document.
Also included is a short list of roads in Blue Hill with either limited or no wired service. This
is not inclusive but serves to amplify the problem. The notes attempt to call out some variables,
such as in the case of CCI’s DSL that some homes may be within 3 miles (or much less) of an RT but
have no service. Some are less than 1 mile from the RT. Assumptions were originally made that
wiring and RT design were contributing factors and were confirmed by communication with
residents and CCI that two of the town’s RTs were at as-built capacity. Other situations noting a lack
of service were confirmed by verbal survey as well as an assessment of CCI provided graphics. An
on the road assessment of Spectrum services was visually made as well.
Blue Hill Road Internet Ranking
Short List (not inclusive)
Major Road(s)
Spectrum
CCI
Combined
Limited or No Wired Service
East Blue Hill/Morgan Bay Rd
6
6
7
Woods Pt/Quarry/York
Ellsworth Road
3
7
6
Turkey Farm/Ruthie's Way/Lindsey/Mae
Pleasant Street/Rt 15
5
1
3
Range/Toddy/Gus Moore/
Union Street/Hinkley Ridge Rd
4
4
5
Western County/Kingdom
Mines Road/Rt 15
7
2
4
Grindleville
South Street/Salt Pond Road
2
5
1
NA
Falls Bridge Road
1
3
2
Sanctuary/Friends/Hawkhurst/Shady
Note(s):
1. Some areas without CCI's DSL are well <3 miles of an RT. Reasons - backfeed & being at capacity.
2. Ranking used parts of "Limited or No Wired Service" roads, but density and access were problematic.
3. Over 10% of Blue Hill residences had no wired Internet service. This Includes seasonal…
4. Demand for wired service could be tied to the information noted above - with specific survey and demand
aggregation key methods for solidifying priority needs.

Figure 16: Road Ranking in Blue Hill
Options Overview
The following information serves to identify existing providers and an assessment of their
current capacity for expansion of services. It also serves to identify new technology options (in brief
form only) and is not intended to identify all options in that regard. It should be noted that the
capacity basis for expansion is limited to the most practical and cost effective, while also providing
service to all residents.
DSL is limited in capacity provided by its technology (DSL/copper phone lines) and the
requirement for RTs located in sufficient numbers to achieve a base capacity because of signal drop
over distance. 10Mbps/1Mbps was chosen as representative of what the town of Brooklin has
completed for their expansion of DSL. Stonington is doing a similar expansion and baseline target.
This is a short-term solution to get wired Internet to all but presents limitations previously
noted. DSL technology is unable to meet existing capacity requirements and especially those
requirements that will be demanded in the future to qualify as Broadband. It adds no monetary
value to a home for resale other than Internet access. DSL service will no longer receive grant
funding from the USDA, FCC or Connect Maine. It is a fact though that a home with DSL is easier to
sell than one without any wired service at all – up to a point.
Cable is limited in capacity by its technology as previously noted and uses a shared copper
coaxial cable to the home that is unique to the provider. It’s has a much longer signal distance
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capability than DSL so that signal drop is not as great an issue though it is limited in both Download
and Upload to the customer and requires the boosting of the signal at designed intervals for the
distance covered. Spectrum is generally not able to provide greater than 400Mbps/30Mbps in rural
areas with varying and confusing plans that cost less when bundles with services some do not want
and some plans may not be available even within the same communities (i.e. Blue Hill specifically).
100Mbps/10Mbps is the typical maximum for some and Broadband at 25Mbps/3Mbps is available.
Spectrum has been expanded with state, local and other funding for a long period of time in Blue
Hill (estimated over 15+ years) but has left many on and off the main roads isolated in those
expansions and others having expended as much as $30,000 to get the service to their residence. It
was estimated that over $200,000 has been privately expended to get service though it cannot be
readily and accurately assessed.
Of specific concern to any expansion of Spectrum services is the cost and complexity of
contract negotiations with a company that has had significant issues in this and other states, most
notably in New York, and presents risks that should be assessed at all levels. Thorough contract
evaluations and the need to follow recommendations made by state and service groups – with full
transparency – is desired, needed and mandated. Process advice from the Cable Television
Association of Maine (CATM) and the Maine Municipal Association (MMA), as well as Connect
Maine is clear (See Appendix B). It is not clear that those recommendations/advice have been
followed in the past.
The State of Maine had been taking some additional action that may not yet be fully
approved - by setting a standard distance from a served road that a residence/business must be
connected without additional charge. To date those distances vary from town to town and are not
consistent. It is not known if retroactive corrections can or will be made to existing locations.
Spectrum
Spectrum owns/controls three (3) services provided in their Triple Play package (Internet,
Cable TV and VOIP) unless subscribers opt out and choose Internet or Cable TV only service. With
Internet only, subscribers can purchase/use their own services (with some “free” options available)
– such as DirecTV Now, AT&T TV, Hulu, Amazon Prime, Pluto and others. They can also select their
own VOIP phone service. Based on a survey of provider costs (excluding a subscriber’s own
preferences for cable TV service options), costs are less than that provided by Spectrum.
Based on current coverage of Blue Hill, remaining roads/residences to be served, the rural
growth patterns for large providers and past actions to expand service with Franchise Agreements,
Blue Hill will never serve a significant majority of its residents without a major expenditure of
town, grant and provider capital. Some exceptions may occur based on road density and distance
from the roads. It is impossible to know, without door to door survey or Spectrum release of
supporting documentation, just who does and or cannot receive service based on current
connection practices. As noted previously, personal capital has been expended to connect to cable
service and that type expenditure could be better expended on other more financially viable and
technologically survivable options. The ability to connect does not positively affect the value of a
property – it makes it easier to sell.
1. Spectrum Expansion to the Home: Cost is estimated based on mileage of all roads not
currently served, plus all private roads and distances to other dwellings/businesses not yet
served. Cost per mile is based on a low standard cost often used in the industry, but road
conditions and other factors can vary (increase) that number. Based on an estimate of
unserved roads: unserved road mileage x $20,000= $X,XXX,000.
(Estimate 70mi. x $20,000 = $1,400,000.)
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TOTAL Estimate = $1,400,000 to current 100Mbps/10Mbps (less if desired)
Spectrum’s annual cost(s) to the consumer will increase over time with a capacity limit
because of the medium used (copper) and no competition for service. Cost to implement does not
reduce costs over time. Realistic longevity of Cable TV technology viability can be measured in
years. The value above is based on basic CATV cable costs. Other infrastructure upgrades needed
are not specifically known.
As previously noted and despite the cost noted above, the system would not be able to meet
a Broadband definition of 50/50 or 100/100 or any other symmetrical service. Upload capacity is
severely limited, especially in rural areas, and cannot be economically corrected.
As referenced earlier, complete expansion of cable service by Spectrum has had significant
issues and the State of New York has successfully won suit against Charter (owner of Spectrum) in
one matter and is working to force Charter out of New York for another.
Consolidated Communications Inc. (CCI)
An assumption was made in the Technology Plan that CCI had built out its capacity in Blue
Hill with no room for growth. The efforts in Brooklin, Maine and now Stonington are expanding on
existing and new fiber in the town to add or expand the capabilities of RTs, which demonstrates
that CCI’s DSL capacity can be expanded.
As noted previously CCI’s new focus is not on DSL that uses technology that has limited
growth potential and is no longer financially viable. CCI’s focus will be on FTTH. Additionally there
is the concept that traditional phone lines on utility poles will eventually go away as their utility,
cost and maintenance requirements contribute negatively to a company’s financial and technology
models.
This document retains the following assessment for documentation only. It is a path for CCI
DSL expansion that offers an opportunity to reach all Blue Hill residents and businesses with a
baseline Internet capacity – the same as that completed by the Town of Brooklin and identified as a
minimum of 10Mbps/1Mbps to all. As previously noted, service levels of 3Mbps/1Mbps and
10Mbps/1Mbps are equivalent for the purpose of VOIP use.
To achieve the 10Mbps/1Mbps capacity in Blue Hill, the following would need to occur.
1. Fiber: Add sufficient fiber cable to all main roads not currently served with fiber to enable
the addition of new RT locations. Fiber is only needed to serve RTs. Cost is estimated based
on road mileage needed and RT location additions necessary to achieve10Mbps/1Mbps.
Based on an estimate of unserved roads for RT support: road mileage x $20,000= $XXX,000.
(Estimate 8mi. x $20,000 = $160,000.)
2. Maximization and Optimization of CO and RTs: Upgrade existing RTs (or replace) and
the CO as necessary to achieve a minimum capacity at the distance furthest served by that
location. Specific cost for each RT upgrade or replacement is not known. CCI would have the
insight and technical understanding to understand the technical upgrade limits of existing
RTs (some of which would need replacement). The following are estimates based on prior
conversations, but costs may have changed upward.
# RT’s (3)/CO (1) for upgrade x upgrade cost for each = $XXX,000.
(Estimate 4 x $30,000 = $120,000)*
*Estimate Only based on assessed age of units
This assumes the Mines Road RT meets the upgrade requirement. Brooklin has had RT
upgrades/new RTs installed as part of their CAF II funding from the FCC. Additional
upgrades and additions are still needed. Brooklin today has more RTs with better capacity
than Blue Hill.
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3. New RTs: Additional RTs would be needed to reach those locations unable to receive that
minimum service level based on improvements to the existing CO and RT’s in #2. above.
a. The following are roads and numbers of new RT’s needed on each.
i. East Blue Hill Rd.
(1)
ii. Ellsworth Rd.
(2)
iii. Pleasant St. (or Range)
(1)
iv. Hinckley Ridge Rd.
(2)
v. Falls Bridge Road
(1)
Total = 7
# New RT’s (7) x new Unit Cost for each ($XX,000) = $XXX,000.
(Estimate 7 RTs x $50,000 = $350,000)
TOTAL Estimate = $630,000 to 10Mbps/1Mbps
The costs noted do not include rerouting of existing phone lines to maximize the path of DSL
signals. Costs can and probably would be higher and the values noted are intended only as
“ballpark” estimates to support general comparisons.
CCI’s annual cost(s) to the consumer will increase over time, with a capacity limit because of
the medium used (copper) and no competition for service. Cost to implement does not reduce costs
over time. Realistic longevity of DSL technology viability is measured in years. The reality is that
DSL is not viable even for today’s needs, especially in rural areas due to distance and signal drop
issues.
Fiber-Optics (Various)
The options for fiber are more numerous than the DSL and Cable since CCI and Spectrum have
captured those specific markets and changes in fiber technologies and the cost for them have come
down. Both DSL and Cable markets have widely accepted limitations and the lack of future
potential. While cost is a key factor in many expansion/new service considerations, the future
viability of the service targeted is just as important. That fact is why the FCC, USDA, Connect Maine
and other government agencies have established key baselines for service. DSL is unable to meet
today’s standard of 25Mbps/3Mbps or better - which will increase in the near future and it should
be desired that the medium used for growth and expansion would be able to meet that new
standard or even ones that follow. A Broadband capacity standard of 100Mbps/100Mbps or higher
is not unrealistic and some efforts in Maine seek to reach that capacity requirement.
The one Internet medium not affected by any Broadband baseline increases is fiber. The
benefits of fiber include – in part:
1. Unlimited capacity potential
2. Reliability and longevity
3. Possible cost savings through localized ownership (the profit cost element is removed)
4. Possible future growth to support 5G
5. Competitive ISP format (multiple ISPs on the same fiber to the premise)
6. Home resale value over other options – nationally estimated at 3%
7. Value to current and future residents/generations
FTTH is a reality in some Maine communities today with Unity, Baileyville/Calais, Cranberry
Isles, Islesboro and others as examples. Factors to implementation such as design, cost of
implementation and demand aggregation, are all elements that can and should be discussed as an
important element of Blue Hill’s future.
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It should be clearly noted that the changes in how CCI looks at fiber in their businesses’ future
have changed how we consider CCI as a player in the Broadband market. Though not a clear
solution by any means, CCI was awarded areas in Maine for Gigabit service as a part of the Rural
Digital Opportunity Fund (RDOF) award in December 2020. They have to accept and formally
identify where, when and how they will address that service.
Figure 16 depicts the larger New England RDOF picture and the wide geographic dispersal of
FCC identified areas that CCI’s RDOF award (in GREEN) might serve. Figure 17 depicts the local
areas awarded to CCI with Blue Hill in the center. There were no other awardees on the Blue Hill
Peninsula and the service was for 1 Gig (fiber). Award areas were based on the inaccurate and
misleading FCC maps and miss many areas that are still Unserved by Broadband.
Their acceptance of the award as well as related plans and growth opportunities are not
specifically known at the time of this report though it is hoped that more will be known by the
spring of 2021.
A separate document will be developed and provided in March 2021 that will address RDOF
and the USDA RUS opportunities in more detail and address Broadband Risks and Opportunities for
Blue Hill, and the larger Peninsula indirectly.

Figure 16: New England RDOF Award Area (CCI)
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Figure 17: Local (partial) RDOF Award Area (CCI)
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Blue Hill Broadband Point of Contact:
Butler Smythe: 37 Pemberton Lane, Blue Hill, Maine 04614
Phone: 374-3838 Email: thbsmythe@gmail.com
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APPENDIX A
Sources of Grant Funding for Broadband related efforts (not inclusive)
1. Island Institute
2. Maine Community Foundation (MCF)
3. Connect Maine Authority (Connect Maine)
4. United States Department of Agriculture (USDA)
Groups and Organizations (not inclusive)
1. Connect Maine Authority (Connect Maine)
2. Maine Broadband Coalition (Google Group - State)
3. Maine State Chamber of Commerce
4. Cable Television Association of Maine (CTAM)
5. Maine Municipal Association (MMA)
6. Peninsula Utility for Broadband (PUB)
7. Central Maine Media Alliance (CMMA)
8. Office of the Attorney General - Chief Consumer Protection Division (Augusta)
Note: Points of Contact, web sites and specifics of the groups noted above can be found online.
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APPENDIX B
The Cable Television Association of Maine & The Maine Municipal Association
Franchise Renewal Process Advice
10-1-18
First, and this is important, the Town Attorney should be involved in signing off on any
documentation that passes between the town and the cable operator. The town may hire a
consultant to guide the process but final documents should have approval from the Town Attorney.
Next, the town should assemble a small cable advisory committee consisting of at least one
representative from the town, the schools, the non-profits (libraries and others who may want
PSA's aired) and of course the public.
The Town also needs to realize what a Franchise can and cannot do. A quick look at the
Maine Model Franchise as compared to one provided by the cable operator will tell the story.
The Town will need to consider what is important (i.e. PEG or not) and become educated
about what is possible, i.e. "Open Governance" with televised municipal and school board meetings.
If the Town doesn't have an Ordinance, or if they have an old one, they may want to update
it or adopt a new one before beginning the renewal process. It’s good protection for the town.
Next, the Town will need to make sure they have identified any non-compliance issues with
the old franchise before beginning with a new one. If there are unresolved issues, they could be
used as bargaining chips at negotiations, so it is important to identify them in advance.
Next, the Town will need to send the cable operator the Commencement of Proceedings
letter which outlines the information needed to start the Ascertainment (needs assessment)
process.
Once the Town receives the requested information from the cable operator, they begin the
Ascertainment Process, which may include a community wide survey, which is usually done with
Survey Monkey or Google. Questions address the needs of the community regarding the local
channels, and also the service history of the cable operator.
From that, the Town develops a Vision Plan which outlines the cost of the equipment you
will need to meet the needs of the community as identified in the A/R.
Only by having all these documents in place can the Town justify the capital grant
requirement that they will be putting in the Franchise RFP. (Request for Proposal) This is the
Town’s Franchise Renewal document that they have to meet or negotiate otherwise. Only a
municipality can determine its needs (within a reasonable cost) see:
https://caselaw.findlaw.com/us-6th-circuit/1230167.html
The cable operator will try to drop the per subscriber cost of meeting those needs as low as
they can. To determine the per subscriber amount divide the total capital grant by the number of
months in the new agreement, then divide that number by the number of subscribers. .20 to .30
cents per sub per month would be reasonable in rural Maine. Larger cities can require much more
because there are more subs.
Regarding the “Pass Through” of Franchise Fees, if you read the 1997 court description of
Franchise Fees https://caselaw.findlaw.com/us-5th-circuit/1297394.html - they are a rental fee, a
cost of doing business for the cable operator and "the cable operator is not acting as a collection
agent for the town". However, the cable industry lobbied for and got a ruling passed in 2003 that
they are allowed to "pass through" any fees that the town imposes. Cable operators are not
required to pass through their "cost of doing business" expenses but they do, knowing it will make
the bottom line higher if a town chooses to collect the fee.
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If Charter is unresponsive to your requests, send a complaint to Linda Conti at the AG’s
office.
Linda J. Conti
Assistant Attorney General
Chief Consumer Protection Division
Office of the Attorney General
Burton Cross Building SHS# 6
Augusta, ME 04333
207-626- 8591
The documents referred to above were developed over the last 30 years working with 70+
Maine towns, MMA, ConnectMe and of course the cable operators and consultants who do this work
nationwide. They will be posted on the CTAM web page http://ctamaine.org/Resources/FranchiseRenewal as an aid, and while there are many other side issues and other documents to deal with
that, these will serve to guide you on your way.
Good luck and let us know if you have any more questions.
Tony Vigue
P.O. Box 258
Standish, ME 04084
(207) 642-5055 (h)
(207-329-6243 (m)
info@ctamaine.org
tvigue1@gmail.com
Mike Edgecomb
Business Development Manager
Sewall
136 Center Street PO Box 433
Old Town, ME 04468
207-817-5530
www.sewall.com
“Twinkle” Marie Manning
Central Maine Media Alliance (CMMA)
270 Main Street • Roberts Learning Center
Farmington. ME 04938
TwinkleManning@gmail.com
(207) 778-8146
(760) 889-5428 (cell)
www.CMMA.me
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APPENDIX C
Assessment of Eastern Maine Development Corporation and Town of Blue Hill
Community Technology Plan, of October 13, 2017.
Provided previously to the Town of Blue Hill Selectmen via separate correspondence..
The following is a brief assessment related to the Eastern Maine Development Corporation and
Town of Blue Hill Community Technology Plan, of October 13, 2017 by Axiom. Funding for the “Plan”
came from outside sources – not from the town. A Broadband Committee is referenced but no
actions were taken by the committee to help improve inputs, not all participated and the report was
not seen by the committee – it was disbanded before the report was provided to the town.
Summary
1. No Broadband capacity need or basis for an assessment was made or implied.
2. Neither “under “ nor “poorly” terms were defined.
3. Poor input was received from residents (107) if it was distributed to all.
4. Over 10% of homes in BH have no wired internet, when the “Plan” says both 90% & 95% have it
(both % were used). No basis for data is given and it is based on inaccurate assumptions.
5. Assumptions made on CCI and Spectrum capabilities – and inputs from vendors –without
validation. E.g. CCI information counters assumptions about directions of service – specifically
on Pleasant Street. “Upgrades” from CCI have not changed overall service capacities.
6. 911 data depicted misses homes known to exist – Off Pleasant St, East Blue Hill Road, Ellsworth
Road and others. This may be an indication of a larger problem.
7. Statement is made that CCI is built out in most areas is inaccurate, especially when poor or no
service exists for a significant part of the population. CAF II funding planned
installations/information is not presented nor validated after information was presented during
one meeting – since proven incorrect. No recommendations for CCI improvements is
problematic. CCI is the only service in Blue Hill that can more easily and cost effectively get to all
homes. The color scale and depictions is inaccurate – especially using circles for coverage. The
Red circle actually could be annotated as zero to < 3 vs. “up to 10Mbps” - if shown at all.
8. As MMA and CTAM warns in their documents relative to Franchise Agreements with Charter
Spectrum, they need to challenge. That was not clear in the “Plan.”
9. There was no recommendation for the EBH Road despite the fact over 20 homes have no wired
internet service at all and others are well below 3Mbps/1Mbps.
10. The assessment of the number of houses on each road that could be served by Spectrum may
not be accurate and was not validated. Those bypassed is an equally important number.
11. The Mines Road CCI RT was not included.
12. A recommendation was made to work “closely” with Spectrum - ?.
13. The references to Model misses key CTAM and MMA references…
14. Business interviews? Digital Inclusion… Axiom claims to have contacted 68 businesses with 30
responses. There are over 250 businesses – 200+ “storefront” and 50-100 others for over 300
(including home based).
15. Town of Blue Hill Broadband Team was noted. What was their involvement, etc. How were they
selected and their term of service.
16. 91% of homes have Internet from survey provided… - was this the basis for 90/95?
17. Technology fund – This was focused on a Fund that does not exist today and is Spectrum
specific. It can be created with town funds as well.
18. Axiom follow-up is implied? Was there any? No. “Axiom will work with the Town of Blue Hill to
pursue funding for digital literacy classes for residents and businesses.”
19. Grant funding resources is not complete… and data numbers are not accurate (old).
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APPENDIX D

The following is part of the Precertification Checklist for Connect Maine grants and is
provided to show some of the level of commitment a town must provide for access to Connect
Maine’s funding. The document is dated 10-27-2020.
Community Support
A community-driven broadband process relies on broad engagement and support. These activities aim to
generate participation in the planning process, build understanding and eventual adoption of broadband, and
spur economic support.
Community Broadband Committee(s)
A community broadband committee is formed with members from varying backgrounds and who bring to
bear diverse expertise or roles for the planning process. Relevant backgrounds:
•

an official representing the affected community, including a local elected official with political will to
support broadband;
• an educator who cares about educational opportunities around broadband;
• someone in economic development, including a local business owner, including someone from an
industry that’s important to the affected community;
• someone who depends on broadband, including a teleworker, including a student, including a
healthcare provider; and
• a key individual to any such project, including someone who’s integral to the fabric of the affected
community.
Members with these backgrounds then provide expertise or fill roles:
•

a deep diver into broadband, including someone with information technology expertise, including
someone with policy expertise;
• a finance expert, including someone with banking expertise, including someone with public-private
partnership experience;
• a communicator, both within the committee and from the committee;
• an energizer, who diversifies and brings together the group; and
• a visionary, who drives the process forward and keeps it upbeat.
Name of Member
Relevant Background
Role or Expertise

Community Meeting(s)
The broadband committee is intended to be active in guiding the planning and efforts that address broadband
availability and adoption. This can begin with convening residents, businesses and providers to inform and
involve these stakeholders. Please copy or insert the list of attendees to such convening(s) including at least
one community meeting that engaged the existing providers.
Name of Attendee
Title or Role
Community or Affiliation

Community Vision
The broadband committee creates a vision statement that describes the role of broadband in the community’s
future. It is created with input from the affected communities and from meetings with internet service
providers and other stakeholders. The vision articulates specific priority areas or purposes of broadband in
the affected communities.
Communication Plan
Describe the communication plan developed by the broadband committee. Successful plans ensure
consistent, transparent and inclusive communication that reaches all stakeholders.
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